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Let Pi be a closed linear operator in a complex Banach space. In

this paper we are concerned with the effect of changes in the complex

parameter X on the solvability of the equation (Pi— X7)x = y. By

introducing the notion of a regular extension we are able to generalize

a result of A. S. Markus [2].

In order to introduce extension terminology we consider Pi to be

an extension of a closed linear operator P0, denoted To C Pi. We use

D(T) to denote the domain of an operator P, R(T) for the range of T

and N(T) for the null space of P. K(T) denotes the set of all elements

y such that the equation Tnx = y is solvable for every positive integer

ra, a concept originally introduced by F. Riesz [3, p. 87].

We call a closed linear operator P a regular extension at X if

ToETETi, R(T—X7).=P(Pi— X7) and P—X7has a bounded inverse.

We call T a regular extension near Xo if for every X in some neighbor-

hood of Xo, P is a regular extension at X. Let Y be any connected

component of the open set consisting of all complex numbers X such

that there exists a regular extension near X.

Theorem. For each element y, either y belongs to K(Ti-XI) for all

XinY, or there is no X in Y such that y belongs to K(Ti—\T) and the set

of all XinY such that y belongs to R(Ti-XI) has no accumulation point

inY.

The above mentioned result of A. S. Markus [2] differs from this

only in the hypothesis. He takes Y to be an open connected set such

that for every X in Y, R(Ti-XI) is closed and N(Ti-XT) is of finite

dimension independent of X.2 Our hypothesis implies that R(Ti—XT)

is closed for X in Y, but admits certain instances of N(Ti—XI) being

infinite dimensional.

We find it convenient to employ several lemmas in the proof of the

theorem. The idea for Lemma 1 came from a paper by I. C. Gokhberg
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* It is shown in the author's dissertation that if R(Ti— Xo-T) is closed and

NiTi—^cI) is finite dimensional then there exists a regular extension at Xo. Such an

extension is shown to be regular near Xo if and only if the dimension of N(Ti—\I)

is constant in some neighborhood of Xo.
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and A. S. Markus [l] dealing with an operator at points of regular

type.

Lemma 1. Let Tbea regular extension near Xo and {Xy} be a sequence

such that limy,„, Xy = Xo and Xy ̂Xo for each j. If y is in R(Ti—Xy2) for
every j then y is in K(T—\0I).

Proof. Because of linearity we may assume without loss of gen-

erality that Xo = 0. By the definitions of regular extensions there

exists a neighborhood of 0 such that for each X in this neighborhood

(T—\I)~l exists as a bounded operator defined on R(Ti—\T). By

possibly omitting a finite number of terms from {Xy} we may assume

that {Xy} is contained in such a neighborhood. Thus y belongs to

R(T—\jI) for every/.

For each/ let u¡ be a solution of (T—\¡T)x = y. Then 7wy=Xytt/+y

and since T~l is bounded,

NI = IMHIm,- + :vII
*M;lM-M"+lMH.bii-

Thus for sufficiently large j we have

and {My} is a bounded sequence.

Now limy», Tuj = y so y belongs to R(T) which is closed since it is

the domain of the closed, bounded operator T~l. Let x0 be the solution

of Tx=y. Notice that (1/Xy)(wy—x0) = T~lu, and because {||r_1Ky|| ]

is bounded we have limy,« Uj = x0. Assume the induction hypothesis

that xo, xi, • • ■ , xn satisfy the following conditions: Tx0 = y, Txk

= Xk-\ (k = l, 2, • • • , n) and limy„o'W/.n = xn where

Then lim,-,« wy,„+i exists since {Wy,„} converges, T~l is bounded and

TH>y,n-u = M'y,n. Let x»+i = limy,« tt>y,n+i and observe Txn+i = xn because

T is closed. Thus by induction y belongs to K(T).

Lemma 2. If T is a regular extension near Xo then N(Ti—\0T) is con-

tained in K(T—\oP).

Proof. Again assume Xo = 0 and {Xy} is a sequence such as in

Lemma 1. Suppose Tix = 0. Then (7\ — \sI)(x/ — Xy) =x and x belongs

to K(T) by Lemma 1.
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Lemma 3. If T is a regular extension near X, m is a non-negative

integer and x E D((Ti - XI)m+1) then (T - X7)~1(Pi - XT)m+1x

GP((Pi-X7)"0.

Proof. LetX = 0, 5= T~\ xED(T?+1) and z=TTx-ST?+1x. Then
PiZ=7T+Ix-Pi5Pi*+1x = 0so by Lemma 2, zEK(T) which is con-

tained in K(Ti). Let v be such that T?v = z and observe T?(x— v)

= T?x-TTx+STT+lx = STT+1x.

Lemma 4. If T is a regular extension near X, S=(T—XI)~1 and

yEK(Ti—XT) then for each non-negative integer ra, S"y is defined and

belongs to K(Ti—XT).

Proof. Let X = 0 and yG-K(Pi). Then S°y = yeK(Ti). Assume the
induction hypothesis that S"yeK(Ti). Since K(Ti) is contained in

R(Ti)=D(S) we see that Sn+1y is defined. Consider the equation

Pi*x = 5n+1y. By the induction hypothesis there is a « such that

PÎ*+1m = Sny and then by Lemma 3 there is a v such that T?v = ST?+1 «.

Thus Sn+1y = SSny = ST?+1u=T?v and since m is arbitrary we have
5n+1yG^(Pi).

Note that this shows K(T-XI) = K(Ti-XI).

Lemma 5. Let T be a regular extension near X0 and S=(T—XoI)~1.

Then y belongs to R(Ti-XI) for y in K(Ti-XoT) and for all X such that

|X-X„|.||5||<1.

Proof. LetX0 = 0, yG-K(Pi) and X satisfy |X| -||S|| <1. By Lemma

4, Sny is defined for all n and X)y" o (X5)'y is convergent because

||X5|| <1. Since 5 has a closed domain we see that «= ^10 (X-S)'y

ED(S). Finally x = Su satisfies

(ri - X7)x = (Ti - XI)S ¿ (XS)'y

00 00

= TiSy + TiS 2^ (XS)'y - XS £ (XS)'y
i-i /-o

= y + Z (XS)'y - ¿ (XS^y = y.
i-i y-o

Lemma 6. K(Ti—XI) is independent ofX in Y.

Proof. For each element y let Yy be the set of all XGr such that

yeK(Ti—XI). We will show that Yy is both closed and open in Y
and hence either void or all of Y since Y is connected.

If XoGrnrv then XoGPy by Lemma 1. Hence Yt is closed in Y.
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If XoGr„ then Lemma 5 implies the existence of a neighborhood of

Xo which is contained in Y and such that yER(Ti—}\I) for every X in

this neighborhood. For each such X we see that XGr„ by Lemma 1.

Thus rv is open in Y.

With Lemma 6, the following observation completes the proof of

the theorem.

Suppose XoGr is an accumulation point of the set of all X such that

yER(Ti-\.I). By Lemma 1, yG2s:(ri-X02) since K(Ti-\aI)

= K(T—}\oI) if T is a regular extension near Xo.
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